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ABSTRACT 

The authors present why and how to develop three di- 
mensional animat8ion database system MOVE. Three di- 
mensional animat,ion system is an import,ant application 
of mutilmedia &abase syst,em, because many animators 
and eugineers want the management8 facility of animation 
da.tit. 

The authors designed MOVE in object-oriemed way. 
They implement.ed three dimensional animation database 
schema on a conventional Object-Oriented Dat,abase Man- 
agement System (OODBMS). The schema contains some 
basic classes for three dimeusional computer graphics such 
as vector operations, three dimensional object, polygon- 
meshed curved surface, and local illumination model. 
They also implement,ed basic algorithm like t,he Z-buffer al- 
gorit.hm and scan-line algorit,hm. Using MOVE, users can 
combine basic comput8er graphics objects and can build a 
scene. They can also ext.& t,hese classes wit,hout knowing 
the dc%ils of MOVE. 

.\nd imerface bet.ween simulation program and com- 
puter graphics rominea is discussed here from the point 
of view of kinemabic constraint and dynamics simulation. 

Keywords : animation dat.abase, computer 
animation, computer graphics, animation data model, 
object,-oriented database, multimedia database system 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, three-dimensional compmer animation became 
an important research issue and have been worked by many 
researchers. The application areas of computer animation 
spread from art and entertainment to CAD, robotics and 

three-dimensional volumet8ric simulation. Three 
dimensional a.nimat,ion is comprehensive enough to show 
three dimensional mechanical parts, robot manipulators, 
physical phenomena and so on. 

The most important purpose of comput,er animation sys- 
tems is to generate a realistic animation automatically. 
The most attractive way of simulation is to analyze the 
dynamism of a physical phenomenon by the law of physics 
and to simulate it automatically by a computer. The an- 
imators need not specify the details of mot,ion as long 
as satisfiable solution is generated by such simulation. 
At present, many animation systems are being developed 
based on this idea. For example, hand animation[5], facial 
animation[20] are produced according to this idea. 

Roughly speaking, comput,er animation involves follow- 
ing three activities: 1) modeling animated entity 2) motion 
specific&ion and 3) image rendering[l4]. In the case of 
simulation-based animation, animators specify the shape, 
spatial layout, at.tributes of the surrounding surfaces ( 
i.e. color, t,exture, and so on ) of three dimensional ob- 
ject,, light-sources, a,nd virtual-camera in modeling activ- 
ity. And they specify how animated entities change their 
states by implementing simulation routines in motion spec- 
ificat,ion activity. These information about the model and 
the motion are stored in a computer. And image rendering 
is performed by a computer automatically. In this activ- 
ity, the comput,er calls simulation routines and calculates 
the states of animated entities at every frame and then 
generates images from these data. 

Thalmann et-al. pointed out that the concept of state 
variable of animated entities is useful to unify various ani- 
mation algorithms such as keyframe, parametric interpola- 
tion, kinematic simulation, dynamics simulation and other 
simulation-based algorithms[ll]. In t,heir idea, the mo- 
tion of an animated entity is represented by a set of state 
variables that change by the progress of time. From their 
points of view, modeling is to determine what kind of state 
variables the animated entities have and what the init.ial 
values of these variables are. Also the motion specification 
is to specify how the state variables change. 

Management of t,he date of such sets of state variables 
is one of the main problems of animation systems. So, 
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animation database system is necessary, because it is ini- 
portsant to manage the animation data easily. In animation 
database, state variables iare defined as database schema,, 
and each value of state variables is stored as a database 
record. 

Moreover, animation systems should allow the anima- 
tors and engineers to access these state variables, because 
many animat,ors and engineers often want to use the an- 
imation data which they previously made. So animation 
data. should be stored in such a way that it is easy for 
them to use the data repeatedly. In addition, it is de- 
sirable that the animation systems provide flexible data 
definit,ion mechanism. For example, the users want to use 
more flexible clat,a definition mechanism when they design 
new t,hree dimensional primitive objects, new illumination 
model, and simulation routines. The solution is to make 
t,hese model ext.ensible. 

Recently, several comput,er graphics packages are de- 
veloped such as MIT X-Window[25], PEX(24], and 
RenderMan[23]. These systems don’t have animation data 
model, and they don’t. have the management facility of 
anima.tion data. And they can’t store animation data to 
secondary storage device. For example, Renderman has 
current-transform and object-handle mechanism to ma- 
nipulate a.nimatcd entities, but it, doesn’t have animation 
data model. PEX has locator mechanism to manipulate 
three dimensional objecm, but it doesn’t mention about 
da,ta storage to secondary storage device. 

That, is why computer animation will become an impor- 
tant application of multi-media. database systems. KUNII 
et.al. developed a.nima.tion their database system based 
on relational data model[l7][27]. They studied about, their 
animation data model[l7], management of geometric and 
motion data[l8], and dynamics-based algorithms[26]. And 
they expressed the data-independence of t,heir system, but 
they didn’t pay much attent,ion to the extensibility. 

Among animation systems, some lack the data manage- 
ment, mechanism, and others lack the extensibility. This 
doesn’t indicates that an ext,ensible animation model has 
not been implement,ed. So the aut,hors propose new exten- 
sible animation data model. 

Many researchers have pointed out that object-oriented 
concepts are useful for animation data modeling[l2] [13]. 
So, the authors are now designing and implementing new 
three dimensional animation database system MOVE in 
object-oriented way. They are developing MOVE using an 
Object,-Oriented Database System (OODBMS). The pur- 
pose of system development is to examine about animation 
data model and its extensibility. In MOVE, all the state 
variables of every animated entities are managed by sys- 
tem. And every data is object. And the basic unit of data 
management is also object. 

The authors implemented basic classes for three di- 
mensional comput,er graphics, such as vector operations, 
t,hree dimensional object, polygon-meshed curved surface, 
and local illumination model. These classes are imple- 
mented as database schema of t,he conventiona, OODBMS 

ONTOS[lS] using programming language C++[2]. These 
basic concept,s are int,rocluced in section 2 as well as system 
archit,ecture of MOVE. 

In section 3, the idea of scene object of MOVE is dis- 
cussed. A scene object is a frame of an animation, and 
the data of the scene object are used to produce the im- 
age. The users of MOVE can get an image easily through 
constructing scene object from basic objects prepared by 
MOVE. 

In section 4, the design and implementation of some 
classes, such as solid object, surface okject, surface-shader 
object, light-source object and camera object are explained. 
System extensibility of*MOVE is also discussed, such as 
user-defined t,hree dimensional primitive object, and ex- 
tensible illumination model. 

In section 5, the authors discuss about the object- 
orientation and instancing mechanism of MOVE. 

Finally, interface between simulation program and com- 
puter graphics routines is also discussed from the point of 
view of kinematic constraint and dynamics in sect,ion 6. 

2 ANIMATION DATABASE SYSTEM 
“MOVE” 

2.1 General Facilities of MOVE 

Animation database systems should have computer graph- 
ics facilit,ies, animat,ion facilities and system extensibility. 
In this subsection, these facilit,ies are introduced briefly. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Scene object 
A scene object is a frame of an animation. The users 
of MOVE can get an image using a scene object in this 
way: First, the user constructs a. scene object with 
the basic objects of MOVE. After the user completes 
the scene object, MO’VE generates an image from the 
scene object. 

Vector operations 
All the geometric data of MOVE are vectors and 
points in three dimensional world. Mathemati- 
cally, these data are represented by vectors in affine 
space[6]. So, MOVE supports affine vectors and their 
transformat,ions. 

Three dimensional object 
MOVE manages the data of three dimensional objects 
with curved-surface. The authors assume that all the 
objects are solid objects. Modeling the soft-objects is 
our future works. 

Virtual camera 
Virtual-camera mechanism transforms three dimen- 
sional objects into two dimensional computer screen. 
This mechanism models perspective t,ransformation 
and deformation. It is a good approximation of the 
camera wit,h a simple lens. 

Light-source 
The environment of a t,hree dimensional world which 
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Figure 1: The class hierarchy of MOVE 

affects the appearance of animated entities can be rep- 
resented by a set of light-sources. MOVE has three 
kinds of light-source models: point light, distant light 
and ambient light. 

Local illuminat,ion model 
To make the computer-generated images realistic, it is 
important to simulate the illumination and reflection 
precisely. The color at one pixel of image is calculated 
from the information about the geometry of three di- 
mensional object, virtual camera, light sources and 
surface attributes. The equations of t,he local illumi- 
nation model are implemented in MOVE. 

Extensible model 
The users of MOVE can define the classes of user- 
defined three dimensional primitive object, and illu- 
mination model ( i.e. surface attributes, light-source 
and virtual camera ). 

Animation support 
From the point of simulation-based animation, the in- 
terface between a scene objects and their own motion 
law is necessary. MOVE manages such relationships. 

2.2 System Architecture of MOVE 

The prototype of MOVE has been implemented on a 
SUN SparcStation 2 workstation. The classes of three di- 
mensional computer graphics are developed by SUN C++ 
ver.2.1. The authors designed classes of MOVE based 
on object-oriented concepts using Coad-Yordon’s object- 
oriented anaZgsis[22]. Figure 1 shows the class hierarchy 
of MOVE. 

The class definition consist,s of approximat,ely 12,000 
lines. The database schema specified by these classes def- 
init,ion is managed by the object,-oriented database man- 
agement, system ONTOS. The C++ code are compiled and 
resulting object files are collected as the library. 

application program 
of MOVE 

user-defind ----m-- 
+ class 

IMOVE 

SUN C++ compiler 
I I I ONTOS DBMS 

,i&, 
I 
-- * class libray 

-of MOVE I I 

application program ( DatLbase . 

Figure 2: An application development in MOVE 

Figure 3: The model of three dimensional world 

Users can create animation data in MOVE. Almost all 
the animation data are stored in database, and’ the others 
are on memory. Users can retrieve animation data which 
are previously made. And users can invoke the image ren- 
dering routines specifying what scene object they want to 
render. The produced image is also stored in database 
ONTOS. 

MOVE maintains the relationships between 1)three di- 
mensional objects and illumination model data, 2) ani- 
mated entities and simulation routine and 3) animation 
data and rendering data. 

Figure 2 shows the interfaces between MOVE and users. 
The user can define a new class which make up for the 
MOVE’s weak points. The user can define the class by 
C++ and combine the class and MOVE classes. And the 
user can use the new class as well as MOVE classes. Such 
extensibility is one of the features of MOVE. 

3 SCENE OBJECT 

In MOVE, a scene object is a frame of an animation. A 
scene object contains all the model data that are necessary 
to generate an image. A scene object contains a pointer 
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Figure 4: The structure of scene object 

t,o t,he image object, too. The model dat,a is the informa- 
tion about t,hree dimensional world, and it consists of a 
set of t,hree dimensional object, light-sources and a virtual 
camera (Figure 3). So, if the user wants to specify a scene 
object, t,he user has to specify three dimensional object,, 
light,-source objects and a camera object. 

The user creates three dimensional objects and light- 
source objects using instancing mechanism of correspond- 
ing classes such % t,he classes Cylinder, Block, Cone and 
PointLightSource. Then users combine t,hese object,s 
and build a scene object. These basic computer graph- 
ics classes i\,ro convenient building blocks. The inst,ancing 
mechanism is described in sec.tion 6. 

A scene object has a hierarchical struct,ure( Figure 4). A 
scent object has four pointers as follows, They are: 1) a 
pointer to a list of three dimensional object, 2) a pointer 
to a list of light object,, 3) a pointer to a camera object,, 
and 4) a pointer to an image object. Here, a list of a three 
dimensional object is itself an object. Aid the object has 
a list of pointers to some three dimensional objects. A list 
of light, object is also an object. And the object has a list 
of point,ers to light objects, too. And the image object has 
a back pointer to the scene object. 

When the user creates a scene object, MOVE initializes 
these dat,a automatically: 1) List object of three dimen- 
sional object,. list object of light,-sources, camera object 
and image object, are created. 2) The pointers of the scene 
object are set. 3) The cont8ents of two list objects remain 
t.o be empty. 4) The cont,ent,s of ima.ge object, is also empty. 
Now, list object of three dimqnsional object. and list object 
of light-sources are ready to use. The user can add some 
corresponding objects t,o the list objects. 

A scene object. has two met,hods. One is the method 
render0 and the another is the method instancingo. 
The method render0 is to render an image, and t.he 
method instancing0 is to cre&e a copy of a.n object. 
When the user has defined an object and invokes the 

Transform 

Vector4 crossProduct Point3 trasformc Point3& ) 
Point3 inverseTransform( Point3& ) 

Vector4 direction0 I 

Figure 5: The class design of classes for vect,or and mat,rix 
operations 

method render0 of the object, the rendering routines 
are called and the rendering routines store the final image 
as an image object. And the user updates the scene object 
and invoke the method render (> , the contents of image 
data is substitut,ed by a different image data. When t,he 
user wants to avoid such substitution, the user invokes the 
method instancing0 to make a copy of the object. 

4 CLASS DESIGN DETAILS 

4.1 Vector Operations 

I=--- I 
Vector3 
(X,Y.Z,O) r 

operations 

addition 01 + v2 
subtraction ?I1 - v2 
multiplication 
division 
inner product r k . v,v . k 

k/v 

111 Pl2 

Point3 
(X,Y,Z,l) 
Transform I- (4X4matrix) 

outer product ‘uf x ‘1’2 
addition / p+v,v+p 
subtraction p - 1J 

transformation of a point M . a 
inverted transformation 
of a point 

t- 

M-’ . a 

composed transformation Ml . M2 

v, ‘ul,‘V2 vector k : floating point number 
P point a : vector in the affine 
M,MI,Mz transformation space 

Table 1 : Vector operations 

MOVE has classes for representation and transforma- 
tion of a vector. In a three dimensional world, a vector 
and a, point are quite another, because they have different, 
operators ( see Table 5 ). So, a vector belongs to the class 
Vector3 and a point belongs t,o bhe class Point3. 

The vector t,ransformation and the point transforma- 
tion can be t,reated similarly using the homogeneous 
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Figure 7: Data structure of three dimensional object in 
MOVE 

co-ordinate system[6]. The class Vector4 represents a 
vector in the affine space. The classes Vector3 and 
Point3 are derived from t,he class Vector4. The meth- 
ods transf orm( > and inverseTransf orm( > are defined 
as methods of t,he class Transform. These methods take 
as an argument an object sometimes in class Vector4 and 
sometimes in the derived classes of the class Vector4. This 
is why the class Transform represents the both of Vector3 
transformation and Point3 t,ransformation. 

In detail, there twelve kinds of transformation in MOVE 
(Table 6). The derived classes may have more efficient 
transformation algorithm than the parent class. For ex- 
ample, t,he inverted transformat,ion of a vector often needs 
the inverse matrix. It is time-consuming to calculate the 
inverse matrix. Besides, if the transformation is orthogo- 
nal ( i.e. rot,ation or transladion ), the inverse matrix is 
expressed by transposed matrix. It is not time-consuming 
to calculate the transposed matrix at all. That is why the 
authors implemented twelve transformation classes. 

4.2 The Model of Three Dimensional Object 

Three dimensional objects with curved-surfaces are ap- 
proximated by polygonal facets. For example, a cylinder 
could be approximated by an octahedron (Figure 6). 

There are several researches about the object- 
oriented representation of three dimensional geometric 
objects[3][16]. They focused on data representation and 
query language, but they paid few attention to the hier- 

Figure 8: The rendered image of a robot manipulator 

(elbow) 

Figure 9: The data structure of the robot manipulator 

archical structure, instancing and user-defined primitive 
object. That is why the authors designed the class Solid. 

The data structure are shown in Figure 7. An object 
cylinder contains all the geometric information about it- 
self. An object cylinder is defined by a pointer surf -list 
to a list of a surfaces, a pointer location to matrix which 
specifies the cylinder’s co-ordinate system, and a pointer 
sub-objs to a list of pointers ( in this case, null). 

MOVE can represent a segmented figure of rigid bod- 
ies using Solid object. A robot manipulator is a typical 
example of the segmented figure of rigid bodies (Figure 
8). The manipulator is made up of four parts. They are 
base, body, upper-arm and fore-arm. If the body moves, 
upper-arm and fore-arm also move according to the mo- 
tion of body (Figure 9). But the movement of base is 
not affected by body. The location of each part is auto- 
matically calculated according to the spatial relationships 
among the neighbor parts. 

Users can combine three dimensional objects to build 
a structured object. MOVE has seven primitive three di- 
mensional classes - Block, Cube, Cone, Cylinder, Torus, 
Ellipsoid and Sphere (Figure 10). Users can define a 
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Figure 10: The class hierarchy for representing a solid 

new class of three dimensional primitive object: 1) The 
user defines new class. 2) The user defines the construc- 
tor, which is a special method. The construct,or is always 
invoked when a instance is created. 3) The user specifies 
the shape of the object in constructor. For example, the 
user specifies the shape of a cylinder as follows: 

SampleSolid::SampleSolid( int resolution > 
c 

. . . 
for (i = 0; i <= resolution ; ++i) 

Surface* s->push( xci] ,y[i] .z[i] >; 
this->addSurface(s); 

3 

Finally, the user can define a class of a primitive three 
dimensional object without knowing the details of the class 
Solid such as geometric modeling and rendering process. 

4.3 Illumination Model 

Kajiya has pointed out that, t,he illumination process can 
be formuhtted as an integral equat,ion[8]. A typical local 
reflection model is as follows: 

1:(x, a’) = 
J 

r(x, x’, X”)Z(X’, x”)dX” 

Here, i(z, 2’) is the intensity of light which is incident 
from t,he point. x’ and reaches the point x. The function 
r( 2, .x’, z”) is the surface bidirectional reflectance function 
and the function 1(x’, x”) is the incoming light, intensity 
distribution. 

The functions T(X, z’, x”) and 1(x’, x”) is implemented 
separately. 

The routine for the term T(X, z’,rc”) is called surface 
shader. And the routine for term 1(x’, x”) is called light- 
source shader. 

Light-source shader and surface shader are also objects 
in MOVE. It is impossible to solve above integral equa- 
t,ion and to calculates the solution precisely from two ob- 
jects, light-source shader and surface shader. So, t-he au- 
thors made one assumption about light shader. The light 
shaders are approximated by four coefficients, ambient, 
intensity, direction and color. All the information about 
light-sources are obtained through these three methods. 
The assumption is too restrictive to model natural light- 
source, but the illumination model based on this assump- 
tion is good approximation of natural illumination process. 

LightSource 

DistantLight 

Figure 11: The design of light-source classes 

4.3.1 LightSource object 

Figure 11 shows the design of the class LightSource. The 
class LightSource is a super class for other light-source 
classes. 

ambient light 
An ambient light is uniformly incident and is reflected 
equally in all directions by the surface. 

distant light 
All the rays of a distant light come from the same 
direction. The sun is an example of distant light- 
source. 

point light 
The rays of a point light-source come from a single 
point. 

The implementat,ion of four methods ambient()) 
intensityo, direction0 and color0 represent t,he 
character of each light-source. For example, in the case 
of a point light, the intensity of light is: 

II Z(x’,x”) II= 
I 

47rll x’ - 2” 

This equation can be implemented as follows: 

double PointLight: : intensity< Point3k p ) 
( 

return light.intensity / 
4 * pi * ( p-from 11 * ( p-from > ; 

3; 

I matte 

I texture map 11 f(Y) 
Table 2 : Five primiti ve Surf aceshader object 
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Figure 12: The eyepoint and viewplane camera model. a) 
without a lens. b) with a simple lens. 

4.3.2 SurfaceShader object 

The class SurfaceShader represents a material of sur- 
face. Five typical sub classes of Surf aceshader, constant, 
matte, metal, plastic and texture map are appeared in Ta- 
ble 2. The parameters are stored in the database ( in the 
case of texture map shader, sampled values of f(~‘) are 
stored ). 

Shading classes are defined corresponding to each kind 
of shading functions. The user can define a new class of 
surface shader by specifying new shading function. 

4.4 Camera object 

There are several camera models proposed[4]. Our cam- 
era model consists of t#he eyepoint and viewing transfor- 
mation A Camera object can change the type of the lens 
(Figure 12). 

5 OBJECT INSTANCING 

When the user create a new object, instancing mechanism 
is always used. MOVE has two kinds of instancing mecha- 
nisms. One is a class constructor and the other is a virtual 
constructor. 

The class constructor is an ordinal constructor in C++. 
The prirtl~al constructor allows the user to construct a 
new scene object from other objects already stored in the 
database. The class constructor requires the name of the 
class which is to be constructed. So, the user can’t use the 
class constructor to create a new object from ot.her objects 
in the database, because the user can’t know the name of 
the class until run-time. But, the virtual constructor is im- 
plemented as object’s method instancingo. The users 
don’t have to know the name of class. 

In the virtual constructor method, the same size of mem- 
ory as the original object are allocated and the contents 
are copied. The pointer to the table of method ( i.e. vtbl 
) are also copyed. 

6 Towards Dynamics Animation 

The following procedure generates a series of a hundred of 
images ( i.e. a.nimation ). It. can be written simply using 
instancing mechanism. 

hand fore-arm 

upper-arm 

.base 

Figure 13: The kinematic structure of the robot 

fixed base 
damper 

where 

motor 

Figure 14: Dynamics elements 

initialize scene(lOOl and current-scene; 
for ( i = 0; i < 100; ++i > 

sceneCi1 = current-scene. instancing0 ; 
update currenfscene; 

The Qpdate current scene” involves kinematic con- 
straints(Figure 13) and Dynamics elements(Figure 14). 
Arnaldi et al. discussed about the importance of dynamics 
in animation[l]. 

Our basic idea is to extend the Solid class and to define 
new classes for kinematic and dynamics simulation. The 
manipulator has 4 degrees of freedom, then the manipu- 
lator can by represented by four variables. The new class 
maintains the relationships between the four variables and 
the location of each segment. The relationships between 
a motor and each segment are also maintained. These are 
all in object-oriented way. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In the area of simulation-based computer animation, ani- 
mation systems manage all the state variables and physical 
laws of animated entities. To manage animation data eas- 
ily, animation database is necessary. 

The authors designed new animation data model us- 
ing object-oriented concepts. They authors implemented 
new animation database system and tested our animation 
model. 

Several interface classes have been defined. Program- 
mers of MOVE can define a new class using programming 
language C++. If the definition matches the interface 
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class, the users can use the new class as well as pre-defined 
Cl‘WS. 

The aut.hors discussed about, the extensibility of MOVE 
in defining classes of three dimensional primit,ive objects 
and illumination models. The next step of MOVE is kine- 
matic constraints and clynamics animation using MOVE’s 
extensibilit,y. 
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